%e have experimentally discovered that in a nematic liquid crystal subjected to an ac electric field, the first convective structure at low frequencies is in fact a set of oblique rolls, contrary to the accepted picture. %e show that it is a new structure with a helical flow motion, and thus lower in symmetry than the usual normal rolls recovered at high frequencies. Besides indicating the limitations of the available theoretical models, these results clearly show that the highest-symmetry flow structure corresponds to the normal rolls.
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PACS numbers: 61.30. -v, 47.20 . TI, 47.65.+a In order to study experimentally the disorganization of a convective flow inside an extended layer of fluid, it is preferable to start from an ordered flow with a well-defined wave vector. This means that the ordered structure must have an orientation fixed in space. In fully isotropic convection, i.e. , when the fluid is isotropic and when there is no coupling to an aligning external field, the fiow usually appears disordered at threshold (e.g. , Rayleigh-Benard'). In some cases the system may be rendered anisotropic and the flow oriented along a given direction by the coupling to a magnetic field (magnetohydrodynamic convection). Another possibility is to use an anisotropic fluid, for instance, a nematic liquid crystal -hereafter referred to simply as a nematic. It has recently been found3 that in a nematic subjected to an increasing ac electric field there exists a complete sequence of prechaotic stationary structures. These structures are ordered and spontaneously oriented with respect to the initial average molecular direction n (the anisotropy axis). However, up analysis confirms our previous observations regarding the stability domain for the normal rolls, but it does not account either for the undulation instability, or for the essential difference in the flow symmetry between the NR and the oblique rolls.
In conclusion, we find that in laterally extended containers, two intrinsically different structures may occur at the first convective threshold, depending on the frequency. At high frequencies, beyond a triple point it is the usual normal-roll structure consistent with the 1D theoretical model. At low frequencies the normal rolls are not a stable solution as shown by Zimmermann and Kramer and the 1D model is no longer valid here. Then the normal rolls are replaced by oblique rolls rather consistent with Williams's first observations. In the oblique rolls the velocity field is helicoidal. The normal rolls are of highest symmetry and, therefore, a hydrodynamic description of the evolution to the chaotic state must start from this structure. A purely anisotropic mechanism that could be based upon our suggestions remains to be built for the undulation which is the basic instability to the oblique rolls.
